Dialectical logic was founded by German famous philosopher F. Hegel, but it has not been laid on mathematics for a long time. In this paper author explains the dialectical logic pure mathematically, and shows that the classic formal logic, its mathematical expression is Boolean algebra(includes multiple value system), is a special case from dialectical logic, and the true-valued function for dialectical logic is a continuous function valued on closed interval   1 , 1   and defined on time-space axes system. The Aristotle three laws of formal logic are expanded into expression of dialectical logic, and Russell paradox is expanded into the case of multiple order. Some new theorems for Boolean operators and the matrix expression for De Morgan's theorem of multiple variables dialectical logic are given. At the end of the paper, linear or nonlinear dialectical logic are defined and analysis properties of dialectical logic true-valued function are pointed.
Introduction
Dialectical logic was founded by German famous philosopher F. Hegel (Bencivenga,E, (2000) ); (Kosok,M. (1966) ); (Zong-kuan Zhao (2008) ), but its mathematical expression has not been established for a long time. In this paper, as a successor of author's four papers published previously (Yaozhi Jiang. (2017) ); (Yaozhi Jiang. (2018) ); (Yaozhi Jiang. (2018) ; Yaozhi Jiang. (2018) ), author builds a pure mathematics for dialectical logic, and points out that relationship between "0-1" binary system Boolean algebra(includes multiple value system) and dialectical logic, formal logic which mathematical model is Boolean algebra(includes multiple true-valued function), is a special case of dialectical logic. But not similar with Boolean algebra(includes multiple value system), dialectical logic considers effects caused by the time, space and contradictions existed in the logical process. Dialectical logic does permit the state contradictions and does not permit the contradictions in causality law. f . With another word we can treat with only subjective information after sensation, i.e. 
Definitions and Symbols
is the time-space point in the future till infinite future.
We call such logic space  is predictable.
The logic spaces discussed by us all are recognizable, measurable, and predictable in this paper.
Fact and Causality-Law
While we say "this is a horse", it is the answer of problem" WHAT is this?", that is a fact can be sensed from objective domain, not that a causality can be obtained from subjective domain only by thinking and reasoning. Only when we explain the problems about the horse's states caused for WHY/HOW/WHAT/WHEN/WHERE, then the causality will be produced with. Fact is produced with conceptualization, and causality is produced with thinking and reasoning.
True and False
The problem about "True and False" of a logical proposition is an essential problem in all logic theory, and dialectical logic is not an exception with this point. In formal logic, its mathematical expression is Boolean algebra, the true value is a "0-1" binary true-valued function, and in multiple value system the true value is multiple true-valued function. They have a common property that their true-valued function all are discrete function. Now in the dialectical logic, in briefly, we can call the dialectical logic is a logic whose true value is a continuous true-valued function valued on closed interval   1 , 1   and defined on time-space axes system. There are broad differences between Boolean algebra(includes multiple value system) and dialectical logic, but they have a common mathematical gene: logic.
Contradiction: State-Contradiction and Causality-Contradiction
The contradiction is a most important topic in dialectical logic. In a logical system combined by several factors, these factors are struggling each other and depending on each other, their struggles are presented to antagonize each other or to be difference each other, and dependence among them are presented as "if you exist thus I must exist by you and struggle to you", and to be combined into one logic system. These factors which are struggling and depending on each other, we call them as contradiction in dialectical logic. This kind of contradiction above can be called as state-contradiction, and another kind of contradiction which produced by causality-law can be called as causality-contradiction. State-contradiction is either driving power of logic system or resistant power of logic system. With another word, we can say that the state-contradiction is a contradiction that these factors contradict each other in parallel and causality-contradiction is a contradiction that these factors contradict each other in serial.
The contradictions in parallel are contradictions in space and the contradictions in serial are contradictions in time.
In dialectical logic, we do permit the existence of state-contradiction and do not permit the existence of causality-contradiction.
If the causality-contradiction occurs, and if the causality-contradiction is in total factors then we call this kind causality-contradiction is all-wrong causality-contradiction, and if the causality-contradiction is in some factors not total factors then we call this kind causality-contradiction is partial-wrong causality-contradiction.
For the all-wrong causality-contradiction, this causality-law sought by us is senseless.For the partial-wrong causality-contradiction, this causality-law sought by us will be corrected or be improved.
Some Axioms for Dialectical Logic
Denote objective dialectical logic variable by 
to brief the symbols.
Obviously we have below
,
Axiom 1: Causality-law:
If logic space  is recognizable, measurable, and predictable,
, for a causality mapping p and its inverse mapping
, e is an unit mapping.
Where set  C is called as cause-set and set  E is called as effect-set.
By the way, the causality-law is repeatable to appear, if and only if the cause-set
and causality
. This is repeatablity of causality-law or call it as repeatablity condition of causality-law.
Axiom 2. The three-step, sensation, conceptualization and thinking, in researching mapping f and checking mapping  f , every one of them is a lossy information compression process. . We have:
, i.e. for every finite i , we have below
The Axiom 3. is produced by the Axiom 2. above, i.e. the errors were produced by the losses of information.
Axiom 4. The limiting process explained in Axiom 3. is an alternating convergence process, which is alternated by one-positive-after-one-negative. For every circular mapping process in dialectical logic, there must exist heredity sets and variation sets. . In actual fact we can define a fractal-mapping
And an inverse mapping: integral-mapping
Then we have below 
Boolean Operators Upon Dialectical Logic Variables and Some Lemmas
For true-valued function Obviously true-valued function
is a continuous true value system for a dialectical logic proposition, i.e. the true-valued function explains the true-or-false for a dialectical logic proposition.
Logic  (Boolean Operator OR)

For dialectical logic variables
The logic  is satisfied by below 
Define logic  is satisfied by below Commutative law:
Logic Hybrid Operating by Logic  and Logic  (Hybrid Operating by Boolean OR and Boolean AND)
Logic hybrid arithmetic is satisfied by below Distributive law:
, then logic  is satisfied by below Idempotent law: , then upon the operator logic  , there is inverse order law make , we can obtain the result as same as above.
These are because of the definitions about complementary operator make the negative operated into negative and the positive operated into positive, but the positive is larger than the negative forever.
Proof is over.
Lemma 4
(Distributed law for operator  one-by-one towards right)
This is just De Morgan's theorem below for the cases of   0
Proof: Use De Morgan's theorem shown below can obtain the result easily.
Lemma 5
Operator  is reciprocal operator to itself, i.e.
 
. Proof: obviously based on the Idempotent law in section 3.4.
Lemma 6
Suppose operator mapping , then we have and Russell Paradox Now we explain the Aristotle three law in formal logic as expanded expression in dialectical logic, note that these laws only for case of causality-contradiction. 
Three Laws of
is not also false with anyone proposition of above at same time. 
The proof is so obvious that to be unnecessary. Denote the dialectical logic variable set by T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T   A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T   A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T  A  T   A  T ,  1 :
We can call the causality-law is union-set-linear. :
We can call the causality-law is intersection-set-linear.
If the causality-law is both of union-set-linear and intersection-set-linear, then we call the causality-law is pure-linear. And otherwise are called as nonlinear.
Linear or nonlinear causality-law is also can be called as linear dialectical logic or nonlinear dialectical logic.
Theorem 6
If a causality-law is only union-set-linear, then we have either of below: Case1. :
